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Jon Krupnick Award
For Excellence in the Area of Trial Advocacy

Recipients

1992 – David Dominic Gorman, Jayant W. Tambe
1993 – Domenique Camacho, Edward Allen Sullivan III
1994 – Larry Jen Ho Liu, Richard Tone McCaulley, Jr.
1995 – Kathryn Anne Pamenter
1996 – Sheila Buckman Wynn
1997 – Bret Matthew Heidemann
1998 – Margaret Ann Mahoney
1999 – Kimberly Dawn Hart
2000 – Stone Douglas Grissom, Scott LaVerne Kellogg, Kelly Jean Murphy, Shahzad Naseem, Steven Charles Pratico, Ryan Wystan Redmon, Tamara Alexis Walker, Matthew Paul Wolesky
2001 – Max Davis O’Guinn III
2002 – Jacqueline Elizabeth Carroll, Thomas Emmit Day
2003 – Gregory Patrick Ripple, John William Ross
2004 – Ryan Patrick Blaney, Christopher James Kubiak
2005 – Philip James O’Beirne
2006 – Maria Cruz Melendez, Joel M. Melendez
2007 – Angelo Salvatore Gambino, Kevin Frawley Moot
2008 – Annabelle M. Pereira
2009 – Thomas M. Burnett
2010 – Kelli Lee Clancy, John Alan Hugie
2011 – Vanessa Elizabeth Barmack, Robert Michael Cimino II, Charles Ryan Finlen
2012 – Alvin Aaron Adjei, Kate Mather Boehm, Cooper Nathaniel Gallimore
2013 – Nicole Danielle Cabezas, Brian L. Salvi, Jihan Williams
2014 – April D. Kentala, Theodore J. Koroshetz, Michelle A. Pope
2015 – Blake A. Biggar, Kyle R. Ratliff, Matthew E. Wine
2016 – Miguel Andres Contreras, Grigory Rchtouni, Adam Paul Zamora